Tuesday 7 April 2015

Expect the unexpected
The Reserve Bank has kept rates on hold today and so I can give you a properly considered analysis,
I’ll be writing my regular column on Thursday instead of today.
Paul Rickard today updates you on the stellar performance of the SSR income and growth-oriented
portfolios. Both are outperforming the index.
James Dunn also explains the impact of currency on your international shares and how you might be
able to hedge, and our regular property update looks at some of the recent million-dollar sales.
Don’t miss our Super Stock Selectors either, where the professional investors, including yours truly,
tell you what they’re watching.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Portfolios outperform in March
by Paul Rickard
Key points
The market finished marginally lower in March
and most sectors finished with small gains or
losses except for materials and energy, where
softer commodity and oil prices saw these
sectors lose 4.5% and 5.9% respectively.
In March, the income portfolio benefitted from
its underweight position in materials and
energy, and bias towards the major banks in
the composition of its financial sector stocks.
It has exceeded the benchmark by 3.4%
year-to-date.
The growth portfolio added over 1% in March
and has outperformed by almost 4.0%,
boosted by the performance of stocks that
benefit from a lower A$, such as Resmed,
Brambles and Computershare.

Despite a sideways market in March, our portfolios
continued to make positive headway and extended
their outperformance. The growth portfolio has
outperformed by almost 4.0%, while the income
portfolio has exceeded the benchmark so far this year
by 3.4%.
We have made some changes to both portfolios at
quarter’s end, including reducing our exposure to
Woolworths and realising the gain on Toll Holdings.
The purpose of the income and growth-oriented
portfolios is to demonstrate an approach to portfolio
construction. As the rule sets applied are of critical
importance, we have provided a quick recap on
these.

Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income portfolio’ and
‘growth-oriented portfolio’ (see here and here).
To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials and materials) will
not be more than 33% away from index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
Looked for companies that pay franked
dividends and have a consistent earnings
record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium-term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).
Performance
The income portfolio so far this calendar year is up by
13.70% and the growth-oriented portfolio is up by
14.26% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 3.37% and
the growth-oriented portfolio has outperformed by 3.93%.
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Income portfolio

Market sideways in March
The market finished marginally lower in March, not
being able to crack through the 6000 level. When
dividends are added back, it basically finished flat (a
loss of -0.1%).
Most sectors finished with small gains or losses in
March. The exceptions being materials and energy,
where softer commodity and oil prices saw these
sectors lose 4.5% and 5.9% respectively.
The largest sector by market weighting, financials,
added 2.0% in March to be up 14.1% this calendar
year. Profit taking in the property trust (A-REIT)
sector saw it go against the ongoing enthusiasm for
yield stocks and suffer its first loss in many months.
Year-to-date, the sector still boasts a healthy gain of
9.4%.
The table below shows the returns for the 11 sectors.

The income portfolio at the start of the year was
overweight consumer staples, utilities and
telecommunications; underweight materials and
energy, and broadly index-weight the other sectors.
Reflecting an expectation that the banks will, over
time, have to raise more capital, we neutralized our
exposure to financials. Further, following a stellar
performance in 2014, our exposure to property trusts
(the A-REIT sector) is also neutral.
With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark accumulation index in a strong bull
market, and moderately outperform in a bear market.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.14% in 2015, franked to 88.7%.
In March, with the market largely moving sideways,
the portfolio benefitted from its underweight position
in materials and energy, and bias towards the major
banks in the composition of its financial sector stocks.
With the takeover of Toll Holdings by Japan Post now
certain to complete, we have elected to dispose of
our holding and use these funds to invest in other
areas. Also, with the market taking such a negative
view on the outlook for Woolworths in particular and
consumer staples in general, we have gone back to
index weight by cutting our position in Woolworths in
half.
The net $8,901 has been used to top up our position
in financials by investing a further $3,000 in
Commonwealth Bank and $2,000 in AMP, and to
invest $2,000 in Telstra and $1,901 in Woodside.
With Woodside, while it is likely to do it tough in the
short to medium term, the forecast yield remains very
attractive.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 March
2015) is as follows:
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are marginally overweight the sectors that will benefit
from increased consumer consumption, a lower
Australian dollar or lower oil prices – mainly the so
called “cyclicals” ( consumer discretionary and
industrials); marginally underweight or index-weight
the yield sectors (financials, utilities,
telecommunications and consumer staples); and
underweight the commodity exposed sectors
(materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the second best performing
sector last year, we have maintained an overweight
position as the demographic factors are so strong.

Click here to download portfolios in excel format
*On 31 March, reduced original $6,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $1,901 reinvested in Woodside, $2,000 in
AMP, $3,000 in CBA and $2,000 in Telstra.
Growth portfolio
With our growth-oriented portfolio, we have based our
sector exposure on what we expect to be the
predominant investment themes in 2015, which are:
Continued low interest rates (the yield sectors
will continue to perform);
Lower Aussie dollar – moving down towards
70 US cents;
Positive lead from the US markets;
No pick up in commodity prices;
Growth running slightly below trend in
Australia; and
Low oil prices will lead to a rise in consumer
spending in Australia.
This leads to a portfolio with only small biases. We

With stock selection, we have biased the portfolio to
companies that should benefit from a falling
Australian dollar – either because they earn a major
share of their revenue offshore, and/or report their
earnings in US dollars, such as CSL, Resmed,
Brambles and Computershare. In the financials, we
have pared back our exposure to the major banks,
biased NAB, and included for growth Macquarie and
Challenger. We have also added online employment
and education group Seek, and stuck with two of the
laggards in 2014 from the consumer discretionary
sector in Crown and JB Hi-Fi.
In March, the portfolio added over 1%, boosted by the
performance of stocks that benefit from a lower
Australian dollar, such as Resmed, Brambles and
Computershare.
Like the income portfolio, we have pared back our
exposure to Woolworths and realised the gain on the
investment in Toll Holdings. The net $7,939 has been
invested in Westfield ($4,000) and Santos $3,939.
While the investment in Santos may be a little
premature, we feel that over the medium term, the
stock at round $7.00 will prove to be a good entry
point.
Westfield is a global business with strong growth
prospects. Further, the stock will also benefit from a
lower Aussie dollar.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 March
2015) is as follows:
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Click here to download portfolios in excel format
* On 31 March, reduced original $4,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $3,939 reinvested in Santos and $4,000 in
Westfield.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The currency impact on your overseas shares and
what you can do about it
by James Dunn
Key points
If you make a capital gain on foreign shares
and the A$ falls against the currency in which
the shares are quoted, your capital gain
increases.
You can manage currency uncertainty by
hedging overseas share exposure back into
A$, by locking in a known rate of currency
exchange for investment gains.
Currency MINI warrants traded on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) allow
traders to take a leveraged position on the $A
rising or falling against the range of currencies

Australian investors are constantly told that they need
to diversify their share portfolios, away from the
heavy concentration risk of the big local banks and
the big miners which account for more than half of the
benchmark index.
While there are good reasons for the heavy bias to
local shares – the yield boost from franking credits in
particular – Australian investors need to diversify their
holdings internationally. It is not only that Australia
represents just 2% of the investable global stock
market; moreover, the Australian market simply does
not have a lot of industrial sectors and potential
investments. For example, it does not have major
technology stocks, global pharmaceutical players,
and global consumer goods companies – which have
revenue streams from all over the world.
According to the latest Australian Taxation Office
statistics, self-managed super funds (SMSFs) hold a
tiny $2.2 billion directly in overseas shares – just
0.4% of the total SMSF holdings – although there
could be more international exposure in the $52.5
billion they hold in managed funds.

The currency equation
For many, what puts them off global shares is being
exposed to exchange-rate movements – currency
risk.
Currency volatility can substantially alter profits and
losses on international shares. If you make a capital
gain on foreign shares, what matters is what happens
when you convert your profit to Australian dollars.
The currency risk posed by the A$ must always be
factored into the decision to invest money overseas.
But while the volatile A$ can potentially slash any
gains made, it can also increase them, in the right
circumstances.
In essence, the currency effect on overseas
investments can go one of four ways, doubling the
risk of simply buying an overseas stock.
Say you have made a capital gain on some foreign
shares. If the A$ falls against the currency in which
the shares are quoted, your capital gain increases.
But if the A$ strengthens against the foreign currency,
your capital gain is less – and could even be taken
away completely.
Conversely, if your foreign shares fall in price, you
hope that the foreign currency in which the shares are
quoted rises against the A$, to offset some of your
capital loss. But if the share price falls and the foreign
currency weakens against the A$, you will face a
‘double-whammy’ loss: where the rise of the A$
worsens your loss on the investment.
In practice
For example, imagine you bought 100 Microsoft
shares in April 2010, with the share price at
US$30.70. The purchase cost US$3,070, which, with
the A$ buying 92.2 US cents at the time, cost you
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A$3,330.
Three years on, your Microsoft shares are trading at
$40.29, for a nice gain of 31%. And fortunately for
you, the A$ has weakened substantially over the five
years, and now equates to 76.3 US cents. In A$
terms, your shares are now worth $5,280, for a
capital gain of 58%. You’ve had the positive double
whammy of appreciating shares, and weakening A$.
Now imagine that the A$, which reached parity with
the US$ in October 2010, had stayed there (it was
last at parity or above in May 2013). What if the A$
were still buying US$1.05? In that case, your 100
Microsoft shares would be worth A$4,230 – and your
capital gain on the shares (in A$ terms) would be just
27%.
Some professional investors do not mind taking
currency risk – they view it as another layer of
diversification. They say that they are stock-pickers,
not currency experts, and they expect the long-term
capital gains on the shares they buy will more than
compensate for currency fluctuations.
Other professional investors get around this
uncertainty by hedging their overseas share exposure
back into A$, by locking in a known rate of currency
exchange for their investment gains, so that they pick
up only the movements in the overseas shares, in the
local currency.

Also, currency MINI warrants traded on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX) allow traders to take a
leveraged position on the $A rising or falling against
the range of currencies: Citi has a series of long and
short MINIs over the A$/US$, A$/pound, A$/euro,
A$/yen and A$/NZ$ rates.
While these are essentially vehicles for short-term
currency trading, retail investors trying to hedge their
overseas investments can use them all.
For example, an investor may want to take a currency
position on US$100,000 for a month. With the A$
trading at 76 US cents, the investor could buy a put
option with a strike price of 75 US cents, locking in
this exchange rate.
A month later, the A$ may have dropped to 68 US
cents. But the investor would be able to sell at 75 US
cents by exercising the option – and not have to sell
at the current spot rate.
Investors must be aware that the cost of using
options will vary: the longer the time horizon, the
more expensive the premium. It can also be difficult
for retail investors to get a forward exchange contract
beyond a year: you would need to ‘roll-over’ the
contract every year.
Another option for investors is the US Dollar ETF
from Betashares, which trades on the ASX under the
stock code USD.

The trade tools
But for retail/SMSF investors, it is a scary thought that
the Australian dollar has moved from US$1.08 (when
it was floated in December 1983), to a low of 47.75
US cents in April 2001, back to parity with the US$
again in October 2010, to a record high of US$1.10 in
July 2011, and back to 76 cents. It is a highly volatile
currency.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

There are certainly products that can allow retail
investors/SMSFs to profit from currency movements:
they can use contracts for difference (CFDs), margin
FX, options and futures contracts (standard and
mini-sized), all of which offer leveraged exposure to
exchange rate movements, where you pay interest on
a long position and receive interest on a short
position.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
In the slipstream of the departure from Chevron in the
NTNG project, Beach Petroleum is feeling the crunch
with the company receiving two downgrades during
the week. PanAust, now trading on take-over
premium, also received two downgrades, while the
banks continue to remain prominent receivers of
recommendation downgrades.

Qube’s valuation. Macquarie envisages a strong
valuation proposition based on location and the
increasing use of rail infrastructure in the logistics
industry. Qube is out of favour as it’s too expensive,
trading at a premium to peers Aurizon and Asciano,
but this is not the case if Moorebank is factored in,
the broker contends.

Miners and energy companies will soon be updating
investors with their quarterly production
achievements, which should be interesting given
resources stocks, and their contractors, remain
responsible for most of the downward adjustments in
valuations/targets and in profit forecasts.

In the not-so-good books

In the good books
ERM Power (EPW) was upgraded to Add from
Hold by Morgans. BUY/HOLD/SELL: 2/1/0 Morgans
has raised earnings forecasts, factoring in operating
cost leverage in the electricity sales business. The
broker expects double-digit earnings growth across
FY15-18. The outlook, potential share price upside
and a solid yield of 5.8% justify an upgrade to Add
from Hold in the broker’s view.

Beach Energy (BPT) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie and to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
BUY/HOLD/SELL: 0/2/3 Chevron has announced it
will not participate in stage 2 of the NTNG project,
meaning Beach reverts to 100% ownership. Beach
will spend limited capital on the project until another
partner is found. The Chevron exit means Beach is
largely devoid of near-term catalysts, and with a new
CEO it may be some months before any new
strategies are announced. Credit Suisse believes,
without near-term deal upside from unconventional
plays, the story is tougher for Beach in a low-priced
oil environment. A risk to this view is a second farm-in
to the project.

Qube Logistics (QUB) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
BUY/HOLD/SELL: 4/3/1 Given the Moorebank
Terminal in Sydney has been discussed for a decade
now, the market does not ascribe any value for it in
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downgraded to Hold from Add by Morgans.
BUY/HOLD/SELL: 0/1/0 First half results were in line
with the broker’s expectations. The immediate focus
in Morgans’ view remains on the M&A activity in the
telco sector. The continued improvement in the
building products contribution and a bottoming of coal
contributions are of significance as well. Morgans
downgrades to Hold from Add, as the arbitrage
between SOL and TPG Telecom’s (TPM) share price
continues to close. The broker remains attracted to
the progressive dividend policy and strong balance
sheet.

Bendigo & Adelaide (BEN) was downgraded to
Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley. BUY/HOLD/SELL: 1/4/3 Downward
pressure on margins and reduced scope for
acquisitions signal a downgrade. Bendigo’s business
mix is more sensitive to margins than other Australian
banks. With advanced accreditation behind schedule
and bank capital requirements in a state of flux,
Morgan Stanley envisages little scope for capital relief
in the near term.

Xero (XRO) was downgraded to Underperform
from Neutral by Macquarie. BUY/HOLD/SELL: 0/1/2
The broker has been forced to reassess its margin
assumptions for Xero, noting that companies in
Xero’s space tend to post negative earnings in
periods of strong growth. Xero is growing at a rapid
rate and maybe the company can buck the trend, but
on revised assumptions the broker has “reluctantly”
downgraded to Underperform on a risk/reward basis.
This is not a reflection on operating momentum or
quality of management, the broker is quick to point
out. Target falls to NZ$12.25 from NZ$12.50.
Earnings Forecast

PanAust (PNA) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie and to Equal-weight
from Overweight by Morgan Stanley.
BUY/HOLD/SELL: 5/3/0 It has been a long time
coming, but finally PanAust’s largest shareholder,
Guangdong Asset Management, has made an
unconditional bid for the balance of the company at
$1.71per share. This represents a zero premium,
compared to the previous 2014 offer of $2.30 which
represented a 46% premium. But the copper price
was much stronger then, and the broker believes this
unconditional bid has a greater chance of getting over
the line, with a low chance of a counter-offer. Morgan
Stanley envisages the potential for a small bid rise to
its target of $1.85 but acknowledges there is no
certainty. Morgan Stanley suspects the board may try
to push the price higher, given the opportunistic
nature of the bid, but also expects some reluctance to
push too hard, given the outcome of last year’s
process.
Washington H S Pattinson (SOL) was
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FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted – Super Stock Selectors
by Penny Pryor
We have a few people away this week so not as
many responses to the Super Stock Selectors but the
results we do have are telling.

reliable kind I want to own, especially with its debt,”
Peter says.

Michael McCarthy says he likes Santos but then
clarifies by saying: “That’s not true – I rate Santos as
the least among the major oil and gas plays.
However, at current pricing it is compelling. A share
price close to $7 implies not only further falls in oil
prices, but a sustained time at those lower levels.”
Paul Rickard is also eyeing Santos. He is targeting
just under $7 as the price to start nibbling. He feels
that the shorters are going to continue to make life
hard for Woolworths – and in any rally, Woolworths
will underperform.
ST Wong likes My Net Fone (MNF) because it’s
about to acquire the global wholesale voice business
of Telecom New Zealand International (TNZI) for
$21m.
“The acquisition appears to be of strategic
importance and earnings accretive to My Net Fone.
On completion of the transaction, My Net Fone will
have an established voice network with a substantial
international capability and customer reach.”
But he doesn’t like the health site comparator
iSelect, saying it has an unproven long-term business
model.
Peter joins our panel this week and his favourite is
Orora because it’s a solid company, with good
management. A lower dollar should also help, along
with an improving Australian economy over next 12
months.
Fortescue is still not very popular, with two dislikes.
“This is a contrarian play and it could even be a
takeover target but it’s a speculator stock and not the

Evan Lucas remains big on Macquarie Group. He
says the company has benefited from increased
activity in funds under management (FUM), asset
deals and banking over the past 18 months.
“However, recent activity in the European and US
markets has seen its transaction-based businesses –
particularly its fixed income, commodities and
currency (FICC) division – returning to double-digit
revenue and EPS growth, which in turn is further
ramping up FY15 expectations.”
Elio D’Amato says that the recent share price
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weakness in Caltex, following on from the Chevron
sell down, could in fact be an opportunity.
“The company’s operations are unaffected by the
Chevron transaction and Caltex is now better placed
to distribute its franking credits, pursue growth
opportunities and advance on indices from the larger
free float,” he says.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Long weekend sees an $11 million property sale
by Switzer Super Report
The Easter long weekend meant people were busier
eating chocolate than scouting out property, with total
auction numbers across the combined capital cities
falling to just 621 this week, compared to 3,476 last
week.

And if you’re wondering what the high rollers are
buying in property this week, research house Core
Logic RP Data also released the top sales to the
week ending 5 April, with a four-bedroom property in
Mosman NSW going for an impressive $11,300,000.

Despite these modest auction volumes, the
preliminary clearance rate across the combined
capital cities was 79.3%, compared to 77.5% last
week.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Sydney dominated the auction market this week,
holding 406 of the total 621 auctions nationwide.
Sydney’s clearance rate was 85.2%, compared with
84.6% last week.
Australia’s other market leader, Melbourne, held just
56 auctions this week, with a clearance rate of 84.1%,
compared to 78.5% last week.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Next on this list was a five-bedroom property in
Docklands Victoria for over $6 million.
Seven of the top 10 sales were located in NSW, with
values ranging from nearly $3 million to over $11
million. Victoria had two properties on this list, and
South Australia one.
5 reasons to reshuffle your property portfolio
If you’re thinking about reshuffling your property
portfolio, property expert Margaret Lomas last week
listed five reasons to bite the bullet and sell.
Lomas suggests cutting your loses when your
property is experiencing exceptionally low cash flows,
and also if you’ve experienced a continual stream of
difficult tenants. Accepting that you’ve bought a
lemon can also be part of the harsh reality when
contemplating a property reshuffle, but you must
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weigh up all the costs and benefits first.
“Remember that all investment property carries
capital gains tax and unless it has not grown at all,
you will have to pay it in the year it is incurred. You
will be liable to pay tax on half of the difference
between your cost base (that is the buy price plus all
allowable costs) and your sale price, less allowable
selling costs, at your highest marginal rate of tax, or
in the case of super, at the applicable super tax rate.”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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